
 

 

intuVision Analytics Now Embedded i

Transform your current Axis camera system to automatically detect 

intuVision’s Object Taken Spy. Human operators can get tired, or attention can wander, but your 

valuable assets or expensive display items 

The Object Taken Spy is the first of many 

cameras. For more information on this or on our other products, including free trials of our complete 

video analytics solutions, please visit our website at 

 

 

 

 

 

Let intuVision’s 

 October

mbedded in Axis Cameras    

Transform your current Axis camera system to automatically detect removal of monitored 

Human operators can get tired, or attention can wander, but your 

or expensive display items will be secure when protected by Object Taken

Easily configured using the intuitive camera 

application interface and run entirely

cameras, Object Taken Spy will efficient

areas around selected assets in camera view

Easily viewable text alerts and audible 

triggered when a monitored object is taken from 

the specified area, instantly reacti

that might have been missed.   

Protect your valuable assets for a low cost 

secure in the knowledge that intuVision’s 

Taken Spy will be on guard! 

many Panoptes "event spies" to be available embed

. For more information on this or on our other products, including free trials of our complete 

please visit our website at www.intuvisiontech.com or call us at 781

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

intuVision’s Object Taken Spy guard your valuables for you. 

October 2012 

   

monitored objects with 

Human operators can get tired, or attention can wander, but your 

Taken Spy. 

using the intuitive camera 

entirely on Axis 

efficiently monitor 

camera views. 

udible alarms are 

object is taken from 

reacting to robberies 

 

valuable assets for a low cost and be 

secure in the knowledge that intuVision’s Object 

embedded in AXIS 

. For more information on this or on our other products, including free trials of our complete 

or call us at 781-497-1015. 


